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VOLUME 11,
NUMBER 1O
APRIL, 1978
Just for All-Fools'Day and all fools,
let us take time to confess recent foi-
bles and follies in Restoration journal-
ism. Surely a gentle chuckle at our-
selves can minister grace to the hearer,
if we can take mistakes as graciously
as poet Elton Higgs did recently when
we printed his name with the wrong
initial (December issue, p. 7).
Our book review editor, Bobbie Lee
Holley, also noted recently that we re-
ferred to South America when we
meant Africa, in an article about Gene-
sis and "continental drift" (October
issue, p. 15). (Obviously we were anti-
cipating the current squabble over the
Panama Canal, and envisioning the pos-
sibility that the rift would also widen
the canal until S. A. is set adrift. At
any rate we are properly shocked and
chagrined to learn that our detractors
are right: we are not perfect.)
Then there was the ad, apparently
telephoned in to the Fírm Foundation's
Classified Department by a Dallas
church looking for a minister. Their
preacher had moved to the Golf Course
Road Church of Christ in Midland,
Texas. The ad, however, called the
church nothing less than God's Coarse
Road, in Midland. (And God alone
knows how coarse the road to church
can be, sometimes.)
Finally, in yet another publication,
Robert Taylor recently gave us a beau-
tiful example of what authors used to
call a "happy turn of phrase." Taylor
was commending Guy N. Woods' at-
tack on the Revised Standard Version's
use of "young woman" for "virgin" in
Isaiah 7:74. "When the inimitable
Woods concluded," wrote Taylor, "the
great virgin passage stood with impreg-
nable strength."
The phrase is not only
downright chaste.
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A Visit to the Lqrgest
Church in the World(And GuessWho lSow!)
By MICHAEL HALL
The First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana,
the largest church in the wqrld, annually conducts
a Pastor's Workshop attendêd by ministers from a
wide variety of backgrounds. Attending one of
them recently, I was surprised to find that I was
not the only visitor from non-instrumental Churches
of Christ. In fact, when we all overcame our furtive-
ness enough to seek out each other, we came face-
to-face witln twenty-three of our own comrades!
Independent Baptist Churches like the one in
Hammond are in a pace-setting role in the arena of
church growth at large. They have been on the
growing edge in such areas as busing and renewal
for years. And it is becoming more and more vogue
for growth-oriented Churches of Christ to learn
from the way things are done in Hammond. A com-
parative study of several of "our" most successful
bus ministries, for example, suggests that the influ-
ence of the Independent Baptists is quite pervasive.
More and more, their idiosyncrasies are the hall-
marks of our biggest churches.
Does this mean that rrve are becoming more
"Baptist"? Perhaps. But it may also mean that the
Independent Baptists are becoming more like Re-
storation churches (did I hear someone murmur
"God forbid!"?), and therefore offering more of
what we can use. After all, the Restoration motif
is not exclusive with us; others also speak of a re-
storation to biblical pattems.
At First Baptist in Hammond, the idea isn't
merely a vague concept in the back of their minds.
It's a dominant phrase which they proudly articu-
late. Their literature even advertizes that they are
"a New Testament church." A cursory reading of
Michael HaIl is a freelance wríter and mínister to students
at Denton, Texas. He ís a member of the Church of Chríst
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The Sword of the Lord will underscore how prev-
alent that terminology is among the Independent
Baptists. But this shouldn't be surprising, consider-
ing that our historical roots reach back to the early
Baptist movement in this country.
Consider this, the largest church in the world.
Are they quasi-Baptist because they no longer vote
members in and out? Or, are they a quasi-Restora-
tion church because of their developing Restora-
tion theology?
IN THE MARKETPLACE
Having heard of Hammond's First Baptist for
years, and having read fantastic growth reports, I
had to see it for myself. I was skeptical; the stories
seemed too exaggerated to be true.
The first surprise I experienced was its location-
in the very heart of Hammond, an industrial sub-
urb of Chicago. It is also in the heart of the inner
city. There amid the railroad tracks, pawn shops,
and narrow streets, in the pollution and filth of in-
dustrialization, sits the largest church in the world!
Instead of a gracious front lawn, and acres upon
acres of parking, their multi-million dollar building
(recently remodeled after having been bombed!)juts out to the very edge of the sidewalk. Across
the street is a pawn shop whose outer decorative
design consists of hub caps nailed all over the front!
My impression? This was no place to build a dy-
namic church. How could you get people to come
to the inner city? Think of the danger. Think of
the inconvenience. It didn't seem very accomoda-
tive or attractive at all. In addition to the main au-
ditorium, the rest of their "complex" consists of a
whole block of little buildings: houses, store fronts,
etc. Walk two blocks down the street and you'll dis-
cover their "youth building"-a remodeled Catholic
cathedral! There is a multi-storied parking garage;
and on Sundays, several streets are blocked off for
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tne parking of some 250 buses.
Of course, this inner city location places First
Baptist squarely in the marketplace, where the peo-
ple are, where the needs are. Surely that's "restora-
tive"-as well as contrary to the modern trend.
THE THRUST OF EVANGELISIVI
First Baptist is growth-oriented. From a stagnant,
dying situation in 1959 (so the story goes) when
attendance was down to 700 (!), Dr. Jack Hyles
has brought the church to averaging, last fall,
16,000 to 17,000 in Sunday School. The impetus
for that kind of super-growth rests in their fervent,
urgent, almost fanatical sense of evangelism. Every-
thing is oriented to it.
Consider their busing ministry. I first visited
them in the spring of 1975 and witnessed some 230
buses bring in over 13,000 to Sunday School! Then
I visited the closest of their many bus garages,
which was five miles away. I spoke with one of
their full-time mechanics, who said that the build-
ing would accommodate from 80 to 100 buses. To-
day, their numbers are down, but still over 10,000
a week are bused in. On promotion days, there have
been as many as 30,000 come in on the buses!
Visitors can't help but feel the intensity of this
evangelistic thrust. One is made to feel that he must
be the only visitor present. Dr. Hyles preaches to
climax at the invitation; that's his whole rationale
for preaching. On my visits, I found myself con-
fronted several times by several different people,
during the services, inquiring whether I was a Chris.
tian, whether I was born-again, whether I'd like to
respond and be a member there at First Baptist.
Blunt? Yes, but not in a crude or tactless way.
Their manner of confronting people for Jesus is
very sincere, loving, and warm. No wonder scores
of people respond at euery single seruíce.
Ïu 
"uun*elistic emphasis 
pulsates in every aspect
of their ministry; the worship service, the Sunday
School, the training classes, benevolence, youth,
the deaf, blind, Spanish, French, handicapped, their
own Hyles-Anderson College, etc. There are cur-
rently four sessions of Sunday School. There's an
all day program of teaching on Sunday for the
inner city people. There is some social concern,
and various individual efforts to confront the skid
row and pornography elements in the area, but the
center of gravity for them is evangelism. Everything
else is of secondary importance.
NON-BAPTI ST BAPT ISIVIS
I watched one Sunday when thirty-four people
responded to the invitation. Thc associatc pastors
received them and counseled with them. At the last
note of the music, Jach Hyles began reading off
the names from the cards. He would roar out, "Mrs.
Jane Doe." Jane Doe would stand. "Do you come
to receive Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior?"
"Yes, I do,"
Thereupon, she would leave and Hyles would
read another name. As soon as the entire list was
read and everyone affirmed that they had come to
receive Jesus, the baptistry curtain opened overhead.
Ï" ,*r, candidate and one pastor were in the
water. The format and wording were intriguing.
The pastor declared, "I baptize you in the name of
the Father, of the Son and of the Holy Spirit."
Whereupon he began plunging the candidate be-
neath the water and quoting Paul as he did: "Buried
in the likeness of his death, raised in the likeness of
his resurrection." The procedure was identical for
every confessor. Each baptism took no more than
seven to ten seconds. I never saw so many baptized
in such a short period of time; the speed was in-
credible. So was the impact of this unexpected and
non-Baptist form of baptism.
CHURCH STRUCTURE
The Independent Baptists see their organizational
structure as restorative. It is strictly a "pastor sys-
tem," which is well ingrained in Baptist tradition.
At Hammond, that means Dr. Jack Hyles. He has
complete control over all teaching and other prag-
matic concerns. The final decisions are his. The
terminology which the associate pastors Lrse is re-
vealing. They are careful to say that it's "Jack
Hyles' pulpit," "Dr. Hyles' church." His role is
pivotal. "If we have a visiting speaker, I choose
him. If we have a Sunday School drive, I plan it
and present it" (The Ten Largest Sunday Schools,
page 51).
In the assembly, Pastor Hyles not only does the
preaching, but makes the announcements and main-
tains the discipline. I was impressed by the author-
ity he asserted. The microphones were more than
twice the needed volume, intensifying the sense of
his charisma and power.
During one visit some boys were acting up. A
member saw it, wrote it up on a note and passed it
to Dr. Hyles. He stopped in the midst of the
announcements, eyed the boys and bellowed out,
"Stand up, boys!" The voice was thundering, tren-
chant, and downright scary; I thought I was at the
foot of Mount Sinai. With great fear and trepida-
tion, two little boys about twelve years of age
stood. "I have a report that you've been making
some noise. Is that true?" They nodded shamefully.
"Shahe your hcads so I can scc thcm," Hyles thun-
dered. The poor heads of those boys bobbled up
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ând down like yo-yos. Wherettpon, Ðr. Hyles
preached them a little serrnonette ak¡out respecting
their pastor and God's word, and being quiet; then
threatened them with expulsion from the service if
their antics continued. They didn't.
Later, Hyles even called down some of the dea-
cons who had picked up some collection plates and
were fiddlinC with them. They put them down in a
hurry!
There's an awesomeness about Dr. I-Iyles. His
manner of presentation is at once eloquent, thun-
dering, and intense; yet loving and compassionate.
His manner is a combination of the power of an
OId Testament prophet and the lcindness of Jesus.
His ability as a storyteller allows him to tell human
anecdotes whereby he can express great emotion
and move people both by fear and compassion.
c()Ne tusloN
The st¿rnce of fundamentalist Independent .ßap-
tist Churches is moving awây frorn their Calvinistic
forefathers. They constantly speak ancl conceptu-
alize themselves as a "New Testament chttrclt."
Their emphasis on church growth, discipleship, and
evangelism is setting the pace for most conservative
religious grollps, including "us." Will they be flex-
ible enough to continue changing in their design
and intention to be restorative? They certainly are
having an influence on Restoration churches of the
Campbell-Stone tradition. The fact that many of
our "big name" preachers are on a first-name basis
with their leaders, and make annual pilgrimages to
their workshops, indicates that we recognize their
Ieadership role in at least some testorative aspects.
It remains to be seen just what directìon this evan-
gelical, fundamental influence for restorationism
will take the Churches of Christ. t
.t*.1**t ***':.**.3.:.******.:.***.1,:.*****t .:.****{.{.*.:.****.:.****'}
By Brin Renr
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The Blind Mon
being used.
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TheNew
Couensnt
By ELMER PROUT
to which God had bound himself in steadfast love.
The covenant sprang from God's love and gave the
Israelites the opportunity to respond to God in love
and joy. (Among the many references see especially
Exod. 34:6, 7 ; Deut. 28:47; 30:6,10,11-14,16,20;
33:4).
Covenant, then and now, is a term which speaks
of a living relationship between God and his people.
It is primarily to that relationship, rather than to an
area of objective historical or doctrinal study, that
the word refers.
When we begin to consider the implications of
the nature of the covenant, one of the first things
\¡/e see is that the book called the "New Testament"
is not the covenant. That book is the new covenant
Scriptures. It tells us how the covenant was made
and what it signifies. In it we find what \¡/e can ex-
pect if we live in covenant relationship with God.
But the covenant was first formed in the heart and
will of God-then came the written record of that
relationship with his people.
While it is true that we are dependent on the
books of the "New Testament" for our knowledge
of Jesus Christ, we must not permit that fact to
blind us to a basic consideration. The new coven-
ant of our Lord Jesus Christ is the enactment of
God's promise in the life, death, resurrection, and
glorification of Jesus. Apart from those divine acts
there would be no nerff covenant and, obviously,
no "gospel book." It is Jesus as the Mediator of the
new covenant, and he alone, who gives meaning
and purpose to the written word. We can speak of
the living word only because he is the living Lord.
Covenant invites us to vital fellowship with the
Lord-he who is not only alive but who never goes
back on his promises.
In the second place, to say "new covenant"
church should make us aware of the church as the
place of this living relationship with God. Admit-
tedly, our thinking about the church should be as
historically accurate as humanly possible. Otu talk
about the church should be as doctrinally correct
as we can make it in the light of the Scriptures. But
Church
To speak of the "Ne'v'v Testament church" is cus-
tomary practice for heirs of the Restoration Move-
ment. We might be surprised, however, if we took a
closer look at that practice. When we say "New
Testament," do our thoughts'unconsciously center
on the printed pages of twenty-seven books? When
we speak of the "New Testament chlrrch," do we
refer mainly to a group of believers who lived be-
fore the end of the first century A.D.? When we
point to "the church in the New Testament," do
we limit that church to what is described histori-
cally on the pages of the New Testament Scriptures?
There is, of course, an important sense in which
those meanings are accurate. The danger we face is
in the ease with which those usages become aca-
demic, historical, and argumentative rather than
vital and spiritual. We dare not allow habitual usage
to rob us of the dynamic present reality which is
contained in the biblical idea of the new testament.
Perhaps it would help if we began to use the
\ryord "covenant" rather than "testament." Coven-
ant is one of the basic words in the Bible. Legally it
refers to "the formal concept of a rightly ordered
relationship." But covenant is more than a legal
term. Berith, the Hebrew word for covenant, has
"binding" as a root meaning. Following that pointer
we find that a covenant is a pledged relationship,
strong with tlre idea of promise.
The record of God and Israel illustrates the na-
ture of God's covenants. The Ten Commandments
and other details of Israel's response to the Coven-
ant God were written and kept with the people (see
Deut. 5:1-33; 17:18-20). But beyond the written
details was the living experience of being God's cov-
enant people. Israel found herself sustained by the
Covenant God. Redemption from Egypt, water
from the rock, manna from heaven, shoes that did
not wear out-covenant was a daily life relationship
Elmer Prout is preaching
Church of Christ irt Toltyo.
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the church is not merely an object for historical
study. The church is not simply an ancient form to
be reproduced along the formal lines which we
think have been confirmed by our research.
In a very deep sense the "new covenant chutch"
is not an object oÍ an organization which we find in
a book. The "new covenant church" ís life together
in couenant relationship with the liuing God. The
church is intended to be an awareness that God has
bound himself to us. That awaretress is to be fol-
lowed by our permitting ourselves to be bound to
him. The "nevr' covenant church" is people who
trust God and who are brought by God into the
present experience of life in the covenant com-
munity.
J3"uorro our academic research; beyond ouï or-
ganizational patterns and charts; beyond our theo-
logical systems-beyond all of those human at-
tempts to summarize the church, we must turn our
attention to the covenant relationship with God. It
is only in that relationship that the church can be
understood and appreciated.
In the light of that, we must have an increased
emphasis on the present tense of life with God in
this generation. This does not mean that we can be
careless about the examples of first century Chris-
tians. We are thankful for their lives and we must
learn as much about them as we possibly can. But
we dare not confuse a renewal or restoration of the
new covenant church with nostalgia for the first
century.
The new covenant is not a chronological era. The
new covenant is a relationship with God through
Christ. A renewal of the covenant is a return to that
relationship. To be a new covenant church is not
an attempt to duplicate first century experiences.
It is the willingaess to enter into our own covenant
relationship with the Living God. That will be a re-
lationship which has the same basis and nature of
that which believers who lived in the first century
enjoyed.
To be a new covenant church demands that we
be guided by the new covenant Scriptures as we
search the Scriptures, the emphasis should increas-
ingly fall on God's promises and the present reali-
zation of those prornises. New covenant church life
is not simply reading what ancient Christians did.
It is the reproduction in our own lives of that new
lifestyle.
The Gospels, for example, are history written
"in such a way as to bring out the present signifi-
cance of Jesus as the living Lord, accessible to all
who call on him." The four Gospels are history
lvhich is lwitten, not for its own sake as an objec-
tive record, but "in order to contemporize Christ
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who comes out of the past to gteet his people in
the present" (Ralph P. Martin in New T'estument
Interpretation , pp. 230 ,231).
Is this not what the Scriptures have been saying
to us all along? Is this not the dynamic life to which
the Lord has long invited us? Notice the emphasis
on life with the resurrected Lord in these verses:
Grace to you and peace from him who is and
who was and who is to come, and from the seven
spirits wlto are before the throne, and from Jesus
Christ the faithful witness, tl-re firstborn of thedead. 'Fear not, I am the first and the last,
and the livinq one; I died, and behold I am alive
for evermore' (Rev. I:4-5,17-18; cf. also Matt.
78:20;28:20).
As I have indicated above, we must be concerned
to know what the Christians of the first century
did. But in that concern we must remember that
the new covenant can be neither limited to nor de-
fined by the events of the first century. To so limit
or define the covenant would be to confuse the hu-
man practice with the divine intention. The God of
the new covenant is the liuing God who is keeping
couenant with his people.
A new covenant church, therefore, must demon-
strate the presence of God in all tlat it is and in all
that it does. That assurance of God's presence in
the midst of his people must be in the very air of
our congregations. It must be the case that, as Paul
put it in a slightly different context, "when an un-
believer enters he will fall on his face, worship God
and declare that God is really among you" (cf. 1"
Cor. t4:24-25).
In our effort to be the new covenant church we
will certainly ask: "What did the first century Chris-
tians do in worship, work, and preaching?" But we
will not stop with asking "What";for to stop there
would be to confuse form with reality. The form
takes on spiritual vitality when we move on to ask
"why?"
Consider the observance of the Lord's Supper.
On the Lord's Day the communion service is a vital
part of our worship. In observing the Lord's Supper
we will reproduce a first century pattern (see Acts
2O:7; 7 Cor. 10:16-1"7; L7:23-34). But if we are to
be the nerrv covenant people, the reproduction of a
first century pattern must be a secondary concem.
The reason for taking communion is not basically
an effort to follow the example of people who lived
1900 years ago. The only spiritually valid reason
for the twentieth century observance of the Lord's
Supper is that the Lord of the new covenant wills
that his people meet him at that table (cf. Matt.
18:20; 26:29; Matk t4:24-25; Luke 22:18). In all
due respect to the saints of other yeaÍs, we thanlç
them for their example; but we base our actions on
the word of the Lord who himself now rvaits to
meet us at his table. |t is through a response that is
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actively replying to Christ that we enter, keep, and
enjoy new covenant life with our Lord.
The new covenant church can maintain the spiri-
tual vitality referred to above through a growing
aivr/areness and appreciation of God's grace. This
means more than memorizing such passages as
Ephesians 2:8-10. It requires that we avoid Jacob's
pitfall. Faced with a long and dangerous road, Jacob
bargained with God: "If God will be with me, and
will keep me, then the Lord shall be my God" (Gen.
28:20-21). In that view, religion is a "deal" in
which God and man stand on an equality. It is not
far between what Jacob said and the attitude which
says: "If I do this for God, God must do this for
me.tt
L r, not clear whether Jacob ever got past that
pitfall. But it is quite clear that many folk have
great difficrilty getting beyond the bargaining under-
standing of religion. Restorationist churches seem
to have a particular problem at this point. Some-
times our reasoning goes like this: (1) We have
found the pattern for first century church life; (2)
We have put that pattern into practice; (3) There-
fore, we have restored the "New Testament church."
Let us not misunderstand this situation. It is vital
that we study the Scriptures and do our very best
to obey all that is written there. Love for God de-
mands that we obey his commandments (John 14:
15; 15:10; L John 2:4-5;5:3). We dare not excuse
ourselves from continual self-examination-both in-
dividually and congregationally-in the light of the
written word. But we are not ne\ry covenant people
because of what we have done. Even if our obedi
ence rrvas 100 percent perfect (which it obviously
is not) that obedience could not constitute a new
covenant church. In fact, it only as our attention
moves away from human accomplishment to the
active sense of grateful receiving from God that we
can enter fully into nev¡ covenant life.
God's covenant, old as well as new, centers in
the divine grace. God makes the first move and
binds himself to his people. The only reason that
he thus binds himself is that he is the God of all
grace (1 Pet. 5:10). Israel found it difficult to ac-
cept the fact that she was the covenant nation
solely because of God's grace. God repeatedly had
to remind the nation of the foundation of grace on
which she stood (Deut. 7:6-9;9:4-7; L0:12-22).
We ourselves must come back again and again to
passages like Titus 2:17-14;3:3-8; 2 Thessalonians
l:Ll-L2;2:13-17, which reinforce the awareness of
and the gratitude for God's grace-covenant.
At the heart of the new covenant is the initiative
of God. No group of people is a new covenant
church simply because they have restored or repro-
duced a first century pattern. I1 that restoration
effort is an expression of repentance, it is a proper
response to God. But in no sense can our action be
considered a claim upon God and his covenant.
From start to finish, covenant is divine gift. The
basic mark of the nerrs covenant church is the con-
stant, joyful awareness of standing in God's grace
rather than in an¡l human accomplishment. As our
consciousness of God's grace increases rre find addi-
tional spiritual energy flowing within us. We will
experience the joy and release which Paul described
(see Rom. t4:!7; L5:13; 1 Cor. 15:10).
Finally, let us notice that in the new covenant
church we have been set free to live above all na-
tional or cultural lines. It is the essential nature of
the new covenant church that people from every
racial and cultural background are called to be chil-
dren of God (Matt. 28:18-20).In the new covenant
community the usual human lines do not apply.
The world may live in bondage to those ideas of
racial and cultural superiority and inferiority. But
in his new covenant, the Lord Jesus has called us to
freedom, not only from the guilt of past sins, but
from the prisons which those worldly lines create.
The Lord brings people together in covenant com-
munity (2 Cor. 3 : 1 7-1 8 ; Gal. 4:23,26,28 ; 3 :26-29).
Sometimes, thinking we are clever, we ask:
"Which New Testament church shall we restore?
The church in Rome? The church in Corinth? The
church in Ephesus? Which one?" That question, in
addition to being an evasion, implies that geog-
raphy, culture, or historical setting is a basic factor
in determining the nature of the new covenant
church. It misses the point completely. Let us re-
mind ourselves that rather than being determined
by human history, the new covenant church-in
God's unchanging purpose if not in human realiza-
tion-is the invasion of human history by some-
thing radically different than mankind ever dreamed.
I, *" must "locate" the church, let us remember
that its only meaningful location is in new covenant
territory with God. The Bible lifts the matter out
of all cultural or chronological considerations, and
we find ourselves driven back to God. "In Christ"
has taken away whatever importance may have once
attached to "in Rome," etc. We find ourselves to-
gether in the covenant community because God
promises, calls, fulfills, and sustains (cf. Rom. 1:
L-3; 3:21; 4:L3; 4:L6-77; Gal. 3:6-9; 1"6-18; 4:28\.
There is no greater challenge than that of being
the new covenant church in our generation. That
call is not an excuse to retire to the contemplation
of the past. It is the opportunity to live to the full-
est in the service of the God of the covenant. t
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Sunday. Sunday morning.
Totally unrelated to real life, a day separ-
ated from all other days so distinctly that we
wore special Sunday shoes, pants, and shirts.
The Buster Brown shoes started out brand
new, with stiff leather soles that wouldn't
bend under the weight of my ninety-six pound
ten-year-old body. They made me walk stiff
and funny. Eventually they became school
shoes because they got scuffed up playingrun-
through tackle in the parking lot between
Sunday School and "big chutch." It was a sad
feeling to see those once-shiny Buster Brown
shoes go from slick, glossy, stiff, Sunday shoes
to scuffed, scarred, and worn school shoes,
then, inevitably, to everyday shoes, kicking
long field goals over the clothes line in the
back yard.
But, Sunday shoes were different and they
made you walk, well, different.
Sunday pants carried even more Sunday
aura than Sunday shoes. The Sunday pants
could make you feel Sunday all over just by
accidently seeing them hanging in the closet
during the week. Sunday pants had "different"
written all over them.
"Get those Sunday pants off before you go
outside," Mama yelled from the kitchen that
smelled of roast beef, hot rolls, and green
7..-)., 1.,.^^ 
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By GRADY JAMES ROBINSOÍU
beans. Sunday pants were for church and for
church only.
On no other day in the week did my brother
or I ever once even consider wearing those
Sunday pants. They were slacL¿s. They had a
nice crease down the front, and a crease around
the legs where the hanger left an imprint from
last week.
The zipper never would zip to the very top,
so there was always a bothersome little open-
ing just under your belt and just before you
walked into the class you always unconsciously
tugged at the zipper. And anytime you had to
stand in front of the class and read, or recite,
the zipper was at least half way down. And
even if it wasn't, you just figured it was, and
that was just as bad.
In my Sunday outfit was a skinny leather
belt, the kind that was way too long and so it
lapped over real bad. It also drew the pant
Ioops into little bunches in the back, and so I
had to pull some of them around to the side.
The Sunday pants with the bothersome zip-
per and the really dumb-looking belt is what I
wore on Sunday and positively no other time.
They made you feel very different.
A hid wouldn't be caught dead in his Sun-
day clothes at school. Never. They were just
too different.
Oh, one more thing-my Sunday shirt. White,
^Ê ^^,,-^^ T ^'^- ^t^^-.^^ ,-^+l-:'^* f^-^-, 
-^ c,-:ìt^ul LUttlùc. ùurrË, ùr(rvcù, lruutrlrlË rd,rruJ, ltu rlltlù,
and no tie, just a white Sunday shirt never
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worn, never touched, never even seen or
thought about, from one Sunday to the next.
A kid didn't wear the Sunday shirt to school
even if he had to wear one that was dirty from
football.
So, put all that together and you've got it.
Sunday. We looked, felt, acted, thought, and
walked unlike our real selves at church. But, it
seemed so natural at church. It was natural, for
church, for Sunday, even though it would have
been a queer costume anywhere else in all the
real world.
See what I'm getting at? It was right for
Sunday, because Sunday itself was so different.
We heard queer things on Sunday. Unreal things
spoken in unreal tones, while sitting in an un-
real wooden seat, behind unreal windows with
very strange colors and pictures. It all fit per-
fectly together-it was completely natural to
be dressed so unnaturally, because of all the
other unnatural things that unnaturally whirled
about in our heads. Know what I mean?
It all fit perfectly together.
Sunday you put on special clothes and went
to a special place, and behind closed doors and
sealed windows you listened to special things.
The tone of voice was special as it rolled from
the throat of a special Sunday-only man. Thank
goodness! (That he was Sunday only, I mean.)
The Sunday man said strange things like
propitiation and circumcision, but no one in
the sixth grade knew for sure what they meant.
He spoke in loud tones, and he spoke too long,
and he sweated a lot and when he screamed
and ranted, it was very embarrassing. The Sun-
day man never showed up in the real world at
events like the basketball games or things. He
was for Sunday only.
All in all it was, well, different.
It had to be endured. It was simply a part
of growing up, like school during the week,
football on Friday night, touch football on
Saturday afternoon, movie Saturday night,
and then church on Sunday.
God.
God and hell.
That's what a kid remembers. God is. God
is Number One. Supreme. He sees you, he
hears you, he's got every hair on your burr-
head numbered, but what is worse by far is,
they say he knows every single thought ln
your head. Which of course means one thing.
Hell. I'll fry in hell for sure.
Because, if God knows every thought in my
head and he knows what I am thinking right
this instant sitting here in this Bible class, he
knows that I am thinking what it would be
like to pinch Mary Jo Carpenter right in the
ruffle of her pretty little yellow cotton dress.
Hell it is, for me. Forever, eternity, or at
least until that stupid bird carries all the earth
to the Moon, gravel by gtavel, and I've been
assured that will take at least a thousand years.
Ah, what's that? The bell.
Saved by the bell. Forget hell, for another
week. Hell only existed in that classroom with
the ugly walls and the back-breaking folding
chairs.
Forget the bad dream of hell. Mary Jo Car-
penter, I'll find you some day, so help me.
It was innocuous enough. It didn't hurt any-
thing, and besides, the Giants or the St. Louis
Cardinals were always on at noon. Sometimes
the Rams would be on TV with Eddie Meador
from Arkansas Tech, where my own daddy
went to school.
Back to real life.
Reality. Out in the back yard in old blue
jeans, tennis shoes, white socks, two sweat
shirts, jeans jacket and sock cap. Real living.
Life.
"I'm Johnny Unitas."
"I'm Sam Huff."
"Huff drops Johnny U. for a ten-yard loss
behind the clothes line."
So natural, so good, so sweet. (So sweet it
aches to remember.)
But then, like a dreaded appointment with
the dentist, it always happened-expected,
hated, but accepted.
"Boys, get your Sunday pants on, it'snearly
time for BTU." (Baptist Training Union. Oh,
didn't I tell you? I was a Baptist.)
"Oh no, not again."
"Mama, we ain't goin. Elvis is on Ed Sulli
van and we're the only kids in town and maybe
the whole state who haven't seen him."
"Get 'em on, let's go."
Amazing. In the twinkling of an eye a kid
can be transformed. With Buster Brown shoes
over white socks, Sunday pants and Sunday
shirt, you could change from a head-hunting
linebacker into a quiet, sedate, timid and
bored kid. Just amazing.
But not too amazing, because Sunday was,
well, different. t
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Dave Wimbish leaves The Back Pew long
enough to report on the President's sister.
Ruth Carter Stapleton
and Her
Innet
Healing
By Dove Wimbish
Who is Ruth Carter Stapleton, and why is Larry
Flynt saying all those nice things about her?
Mrs. Stapleton, in case there are those who really
don't know who she is, used to be simply Ruth
Stapleton. But that was before her brother, Jimmy,
was elected to a high office-a fact which did not
go unnoticed by her publishers.
She is also an evangelist, and has been in the
forefront of the "inner healing" movement. Mrs.
Stapleton's ministry was widely known and ac-
cepted, primarily among charismatic and Pente-
costal circles, before Jimmy ascended to the Presi-
dency. And although she is quick to point out that
her ministry has been around for more than ten
years, she acknowledged that her brother's fame
has helped her work gain in popularity.
Larry Flynt, notorious publisher of Hustler and
other hard-core pornographic magazines, is saying
good things about Ruth because she is a gracious,
beautiful and charming woman, who recently intro-
duced him to Jesus Christ.
As far as Flynt's lifestyle goes, he may be especi-
alty grateful that Mrs. Stapleton has introduced
him to the Lord, for her healing ministry often in-
cludes such ideas from counseling as the notion
that we do only what we're conditioned to do.
Based on that kind of thinking, Flynt may decide
that he can be .a Christian without bothering to
"clean up his act." That would save him several
Regular humor columnist Daue Wimbish is news edítor for
the Logos Journal. He liues in North Plainfíeld, New Jersey.
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million dollars.
Mrs. Stapleton's inner healing technique says, as
it did to.Larry Flynt, "Knowing what you have
gone through in your past, I'd be surprised if you
were doing anything but what you're cloing"" Mrs.
Stapleton would probably add that, "After you
have experienced inner healing, Vou will no longer
need to be involved in this terrible thing."
One major problem is that Mrs. Stapleton seems
to apply this concept universally, and that doesn't
leave much roclm for personal choice, or for the
fact of sin. Of course, most of us could find trau-
matic events in our pasts which we could blame for
our current weaknesses; but everything we do can-
not be blamed on the environment. Thus, Mrs. Sta-
pleton's "inner healing" doesn't really clean out
the hurts, hostilities, etc., but at least it leaves one
with a rather nice, justifying crutch.
Because her theories are built so largely on cause
and effect, Ruth Stapleton has little use for a per-
sonal devil, preferring to talh about the more gen-
eral "fotces of evil." And she says of hell, "Until a
person comes into union with Jesus Christ, he is in
hell. And if he lives out his life and dies without
that, he remains in hell."
Regarding spiritual rebirtl"r, she told Christianity
Today, "I thinlç that the rebirth experience is when
a person becomes aware of the part of him that is
eternal." (Where does Jesus fit into this?)
One of the amazing things about Mrs. Stapleton's
ministry is that while she is often quite unorthodox
in her teaching, she is still welcomed openJy into
churches that pride themselves on their adherence
to traditionaì interpretations of Scripl,ure.
T,istening to Mrs. Stapleton, and then seeing the
overwhelmingly positive response she is accorded,
the person who wants to be open-minded without
being gullible is ìeft wondering jf the others in the
audience are really listening to what she says. F or
exarnple, when she finished her talh before the
Eastern Regional Conference of the Charismatic
Ilenewal in the Roman Catholic Church, a member
of the "gifts board" arose to tell the 20,000-plus
people in the Atlantic City Convention Hall, "We
want you to hllow thai, l"refol:e Ruth spol<e tonight,
we spent much time in prayer. And the Lord re-
vealed i,o us i,hai; what she was going to say would
be from him." (More than one speaher could covet
that kind of a carte blanche endorsement!)
The board's support was especially surprising in
view of one of the stories Mrs. Stapleton told. It
concerned an atheist who had attended one of her
week-long counseling sessions, at which he had
loudly and obnoxiously cliticized her counseling
methods.
LIe was attending the session, he told her, be-
cause his mother had often begged him to, and he
wanted to appease her. Mrs. Stapleton asked if he
would be willing to listen as she counseled others
on a one-to-one basis, and he agreed.
One night, she said, an elderly woman with a dis-
figured face came in and ashed for help with her
problem. She felt that no one loved her and that
she had never been able to love anyone, with the
exception of her father. IIer scarred face was the
result of being horribly burned in a fire at age five,
she said. She had spent many months in the hospi-
tal, and her father visited her every day, reading
her stories, bringing her gifts, etc. His tol,al expres-
sion of love continued each day after she returned
home from the hospital.
Then one night he asked her to climb onto his
lap. When she did, he pulled ahnife from his pochet
and pressed it to her throat. I{e said, "My darling
child! No one will ever laugh and make fun of you
because of your disfigured face!" Before he could
beg'in cutting, however, an Lrncle and the girl's
mother subdued him, got the hnife away and sum-
moned the police. The police tooi< her father 1,o a
mental institutioir and she never sa\,v him again.
Mrs. Stapleton related that she told the \Moman,
"Yollr prol:lem is that you have never been ablr: to
for:give your father for trying to hurt yolr."
"No!" the woman protested, "I loved my
fatirerl "
At this point, Mrs. Stapleton said, the atheist
got up from where he had been seated, came across
the room, and, "with tears streaming down his face,
fell at this woman's feet, crying and sobbing,'Oh,
my child! My child! Can you ever forgive me?'
"The woman then screamed out, i.n the voice of
a little child, 'Oh, Daddy! Daddy, I love you! Of
course I forgive you!' " The old \Momarl and the
atheist spent the next few minutes crying and hold-
ing each other.
"So you see," Mrs. Stapleton concJuded, "The
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Jesus Christ in that atheist saw the need in that wo-
man and reached out and met it!" The respoirse tcl
the story was loud mlrrmurs of "Thank yolr, Jesus,"
and "Praise the Lord!"
Nobody seemed to mind that Mrs. Stapletotr's
story sounded more like it concerned the trans-
migration of souls than the love of Christ. And no'
body, apparently, wondered how an atheist, who
had no use for Jesus Christ, could be moved by
"the Jesus Christ" within him.
From that story, Mrs. Stapleton went on to ad-
minister "healing" to the entire audience. Asking
everyone to bow their heads in a prayerful attitude,
she entreated, "Those of you who hold grudges
against your mothers, turn to the person on your
right and say, 'Mother, I am sorry that I have held
this against you, and I forgive you for. . . .' " This
continued for several minutes, concluding with the
"mothers" being ashed for forgiveness. Then she
went on, "And noïv, those of you who are being
the mothers, put your arm around the person who
is the child, and say, 'It is all right, my child. I for-
give you.' " When this was concluded, she went on
to fathers, children, etc. All this had a profound ef-
fect on the audience, as the sound of convulsive
sobbing seemed to fill the huge auditorium.
While one might say it's not surprising that Cath-
olics would be opeu to this hind of "confession," a
large part of Mrs. Stapleton's success has come with
more traditional, evangelical, Protestant church
bodies.
A question remains: If I need to forgive or treed
forgiveness from, my mother ìn a certain situation,
as long as she is living, shouldn'l, I go to her, and
get the situation straight'? By confessing to or con-
fronting a person in proxy, am I really doing any-
thing? I may be fooling myself into thinking the
problem isn't there any longer, but that seems a
cheap way ont, especially if the problem is mutual
and I have undertahen no action to free the other
person. If the person involved is no longer living,
then it would seem that I need to seek the Lord's
aid in forgiving. IJe can help me forgive myself as
well as others.
In other words, Mrs. Stapleton's way may allow
many people to feel absolved fi:om doing the hard
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and scriptural thing of really confronting and con-
fessing. And although she is adept at leading her
audiences into periods of convulsive, and appar-
ently cathartic, sobbing, the sheptical spectator is
left wondering if her "faith imagination" apptoach
accomplishes anything lasting.
Mrs. Stapleton's advice for you if you have deep
animosity toward another is to imagine that you
are killing him by running him through with a
sword. Then imagine that Jesus comes along and
raises him back to life. Voila! You are free of your
anger! (Unless, of course, imagining that hacking
someone up with a sword is so pleasurable that you
decide the real thing would be even nicer!)
Her advice for someone who was hurt in some
way as a child, and who is bound because of this,
is to "go bacl< into the past via your imagination.
Imagine that Jesus is there, waiting to hold you
and comfort you as this event occurs." She says
that although we can't go into the past, Jesus can,
and she stresses to her audiences that he is the only
one who can do this. But it is hard to decide whe-
ther she believes that Jesus, the only begotten Son
of God, will bring about the healing; or that the
merely psychological tricl< of reliving the event in
the imagination dredges it up out of the subcon-
scious, enabling one to deal with it and, hopefully,
eliminate it.
While Ruth Carter Stapleton is one of the pio-
neers in the field of inner healing, this type of min-
istry is exploding in popularity. Many mote public
figures, from diverse denominational backgrounds,
are getting into the field.
There is no denying that many Christians are
kept from living the joyous, victorious life because
of their inability to forgive, or because of their in-
ability to rid themselves of guilt feelings. Many
have never really been able to accept the uncondi"
tional love and forgiveness offered in Christ's death,
burial, and resurrection.
But too many Christians, looking for answers to
their problems, accept new and unusttal teachings
without question. All such approaches should be
analyzed in the light of Scripture-especially with
regard to the role thev ascribe to Jesus Christ. t
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Knowledge Puffs Up,
Love Builds Up
By BILL LOVE
It is impossible beforehand to describe the
know-it-all. This person may be male or female,
educated or uneducated, rich or poor, young
or old, liberal or conservative. If you ask what
minimum amount of information one must
have to qualify for this role, there is virtually
none.
As Americans, we continue to be preoccu-
pied with education. According to the U. S.
Office of Education, 29 percent of our popu-
lation was involved in the educational enter-
prise in 1-974, accounting for 8 percent of our
Gross National Product. In this climate, it is
easy for us to assume that facts alone matter,
that ideas are more important than people. In
shott, we are a people quite susceptible to the
disease of the know-it-all.
In his little bootr, An Exercise for Young
Theologians, Helmut Theilicke warns seminar-
ians about intellectual snobbery. He describes
the young man who returns home after a year
or two at seminary. This young Solomon can
no longer participate with his brothers and
sisters in a devotional. He now must observe
and classify them: "Well, you say that because
you're a pietist." Or "Of course we would ex-
pect you to take that approach, you are or-
thodox." And "That's a nice idea, but thetext
reallymeans...."
The young church at Corinth suffered from
this problem. When Paul wrote First Corinthi-
ans, the church there was only.four years old.
A frequent contributor úo Mission, Bíll Loue is preaching
minister at the Bering Driue Church of Christ in Houston.
Many of the members of the congregation
v¡ere converted pagans. The conversion from
idols to the true God was easier for some than
for others. Two of these young Christians
would attend a feast at the house of a mutual,
pagan friend. One could eat the meat offered
to idols without a qualm; the other was torn
apart inside. The know-it-all was hard on his
brother: "Grovr¡ up, it's obvious that an idol is
nothing. . . ." (Know-it-alls often sprinkle their
conversation with phrases like "It's obvious,"
"Everybody kno'rvs," or "All the latest studies
show.") The weak Christian knew intellectu-
alty that the idol was nothing, but emotionally
he still had a problem. What he needed was
not more information, but more patient love.
In writing to this church, Paul said, "Know-
ledge puffs up, love builds up" (1 Cor. 8:1).
He was speaking of the knowledge of the know-
it-all. It is important to notice that he was not
talking here to genuine truth seekers. The
seeker of truth is much more impressed by his
ignorance than by his knowledge. The people
Paul wrote to were what my college friends
call the "suedo-intellectuals."* They were the
kind of Christians who are more impressed
with their own Christology than with Christ
himself. It is instructive to see how Paul agreed
and disagreed with them.
Paul agteed with them about their facts. Of
course an idol is nothing. Paul's people had
known this for centuries. Any twelve-year-old
Jewish boy knew that there is only one true
and living God.
Paul would have agreed that it is possible for
*"Suede" as in smart shoes, not merely "psuedo-" as
in counterfeit.
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a cranky legalist to dictate to a church and so
to destroy its liberty and possibility for growth.
In Colossians he later warned Christians about
those who, for their own selfish purposes,
preached "touch not, taste not, handle not."
Paul gave no quarter to the spiritual midgets
with a will to rule.
But this was not the case in Corinth. The
"weak" brother was not a cranky traditional-
ist trying to destroy the liberty of his brother.
He was a person struggling with his own back-
glound. His head had run ahead of his heart.
He knew that idols were nothing, but try as he
would he could not eat the meat without deep
internal turbulence. Paul steps between this
brother and the know-it-all. The know-it-all
asked, "If idols are nothing. . . and I know it
. . . what else matters?" Paul answered, "Your
brother tnatters." For such a brother, strug-
gling to get head and heart together, Paul
would bend over backward. He would even
quit eating meat if it came to that (8:13).
But let us notice the basis for Paul's patient
love. He was concerned for "the brother for
whom Christ died" (vs. 11). He did not love
him for his maturity, his potential, or even for
the man's sincere struggling with the meat
question. Paul loved him from the depth of
God's love for him in Christ.
In contrast with today's situation ethicists,
"love" for Paul was no indefinite, fill-in-the-
blank matter. Paul understood God's love per-
sonally and profoundly: "I now live in faith,
the faith which is in the Son of God, who loved
me, and gave himself up for me" (Gal. 2:20).
Until the Corinthians remembered that they
were saved ultimately by love and not by their
own knowledge, personal relations within the
group would always be a problem.
Finally, let us mark the purpose Paul stated
for brotherly love: to edify the church. Let us
not be thrown off by our twentieth century
conceptions of "building churches." Paul was
nof saying, "Love your brother so that your
building program will stay on schedule, your
statistics will rise, your programs will flourish,
and yÒur customs will remain intact." Rather,
Paul was saying, "Share God's love among you.
This is the only atmosphere in which Christians
can gxow toward full Christian adulthood."
With this in mind, Paul called upon the Corin-
thian know-it-alls to curb their knowledge and
their liberty voluntarily, in patient concern for
the weak brother.
This is more than an interesting episode from
the early life of the church. As a part of the
education-oriented culture described by the
Office of Education, Christians today need
Paul's admonition. We all have our own roots.
Change which comes easily for one comes pain-
fully to another. We must grow in a truly
Christian understanding of worship, mission,
and discipleship. I am not pleading for a slow-
ing down of this growth, for a stopping of this
ferment. Rather, I am calling for more sensi-
tivity one to another. We need more real com-
passion and understanding of one another as
limited people.
To him who is so enlightened that his breth-
ren are an intolerable burden we say, "If the
love of God in Christ does not constrain you
to wait for your brother, nothing else can. Per-
haps you'Jfere never living in God's household
of truth and love to begin with" (1 John 2:L9).
To the one who says, "When changes are
called for-and I know it-what else matters?"
'we say, "Your brother matters, for the love
of Christ."
And to the weak brother we would genUy
warn, "Do not use your weakness as an excuse
for not growing. When we refuse to grow,
we die."
And so let it be said in every community of
believers that truth deuoid of loue for people
is not God's truth. "lhe cross of Christ stands
as a constant reminder that the truth of God
and the love of God are inseparable. Without a
living faith in him who loved us and gave him-
self for us, \¡r'e all can become harsh, insensi-
tive know-it-alls.
"Knowledge puffs up, but love builds up."t
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THE MOST OBVIOUS COMI\NANDN¡ENT
ln a Sunday school discussion about love in the home, the teacher
illustrated a point with the commandment, "Honor thy father and
thy mother." He then asked if there was a commandment that taught
us how to treat brothers and sisters. One youngster, from a family of
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nine, promptly answered, "Thou shalt not kill."
-Selected
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By ED WOLFE
When one finishes reading for the ffust time The
Lord of the Rings, J. R. R. Tolkien's classic saga of
Middle Earth, he feels, if he feels anything positive
toward such a formidable work, as though he has
had a religious experience. Why a complex tale of
wizards, elves, magic rings, goblins, ghosts and other
creatures of the "good," "evil," and in-between sort
should engender such a response is difficult to say.
There are, however, certain themes rffoven through
the story which not only lend cohesiveness to the
lengthy narrative, but which also make some very
significant statements about the world in which we
live and, I believe, the relevance of the Christian
faith.
Whether Tolkien deliberately chose to set these
themes, or wheiher they simply sprang spontane-
ously from the man's Christian faith, I cannot say.
Nonetheless, they are there.
The most significant theme, I think, is the theme
of good and euil. The eleven other elements traced
in this article all relate back to this overarching mo-
tive, significantly emphasizing absolutes in a cen-
tury when absolutes have been stretched, ques-
tioned, and finally abandoned.
Tolkien usually symbolized good and evil by
light and darkness respectively, for example in Gan-
dalf the White or in Sauron the Dark Lord. Even
the weather in Middle Earth reflects this symbol-
ism. There are the forces of Sauron-the 'rGreat
Darkness" of soot-colored clouds which originated
from the Dark Lord's volcano, Mt. Doom. And, al-
ternately, there is the dawn which comes at the
Battle of the Hornburg just as the forces of evil are
about to be routed.
The attitudes of faith and fear characterize the
good and evil creatures of Tolkien's world. Faith,
Assocíate Professor of Musíc øt Pacífíc Christian College,
Ed Wolfe and hís wífe líue in Fullerton, California, where
they attend the Eastside Chrístian Church.
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which in this usage is an obedient response to duty
regardless of the cost, can be seen most clearly in
Frodo's decision to bear the Ring to the Cracks of
Doom, not because it seemed practical or easy or
even possible, but simply because it was the right
thing to do. On the other hand, fear is the prime
motivation for those despicable creatures, the orcs,
who respond only to threats: "You must go,"
shrieks the wounded orc Shagrat to his subordin-
lte, '1sv I'll eat you" (The Return of the Kíng,
p.222).
Threats and fear are a form of coercion which
the Dark Lord employs to accomplish his evil pur-
poses. He assumes correctly that his servants have
no desire to voluntarily do his will. On the other
hand, free will and individual responsibility charac-
terize the good beings. One great statement of this
theme is Frodo's struggle with Sauron's overpower-
ing will and with Gandalf's thought. Should he keep
the magic ring on his finger and reveal himself to
the Dark Lord? Or should he remove it as another
thought (Gandalf's) insisted? Torn between these
two powers, "suddenly he was a\ryare of himself
again. Frodo. free to choose" (The Fellowship
of the Ring, p. 519). And the evil Nazguls drive
their armies ahead of them with fear, while the
kings of the West lead their men to battle with
words and deeds of courage.
This insistence upon freedom of choice expressed
the good beings' respect for all living creatures.
Strider and Gandalf are among the great, but are
unashamed to associate with lowly creatures such
as hobbits. Saruman, on the other hand, had no-
thing but contempt for such "rag-tag."
It was precisely this trust in and respect for
others that granted hope to the good beings in an
otherwise hopeless situation. In fact, Aragorn the
king was named "Estel," "Hope" by Elrond. Per-
haps at the heart of this hope may have been an
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awarerless of the sovereignty, goodness and strength
of "the One," Eru, the Middle Earth name for God.
In place of hope, the evil creatures (Sauron, Saru-
n1aÌ1, the Mouth of Sauron) had only gteed-desper-
dte, clutching, short-lived and futile.
From this greed springs a selfish pursuit of ease
and only grudging acceptance of more difficult
tasks, and only after threats and pain. The good
beings contrast dramatically in their voluntary com-
mitment to difficult work.
This sense of mission can be seen clearly in both
Frodo and Aragorn, but also more subtly in Gimli
the dwarf and Legolas the elf. At this time in Mid-
dle Earth there is great racial hatred between
dwarves and elves; but these two set aside their dif-
ferences for the common mission of allying against
i;he Darh Lord. They soon come to respect their
differences and become fact friends. Sauron's forces
are also comprised of diverse elements: orcs, trolls,
Men of the South; but there is no true alliance be-
tween any of them save an alliance of fear-of
Sauron and of each other.
Possibly the strongest statement of the Lord of
the Rings regarding good and evil is concerned with
the use and abuse of power. On one hand may be
seen beings who use porver for the common good,
who are unwilling to seize po\ver from others. On
the other hand, there is a grasping and struggling
for power to promote selfish gain.
This struggle for personal power visits retribu-
tion, punishment and treachery on those allied with
the Dark Lord; on those who, like Samman, want
to become their own Dark Lord; and on those who
are reduced to a sub-human state like Gollum. But
mercy and forgiveness characterize the good beings:
Frodo, for example, forgives Gollum for trying to
hill him.
At the heart of the greatest good beings is a sac-
rificial love. This can be seen clearly in that most
winning character, Sam Gamgee, whose devotion to
his beloved master is beyond compare. On the other
hand, Gollum's indifferent hatred toward Sam, and
Shelob's ravenous loathing of everything and evety-
body, is at the heart of the most powerful evil
beings.
In this preoccupation with self and with hatred,
Sauron, the Evil ruler of N4iddle Earth, the one who
possesses great power and wields it in fear and ha-
tred, Sauron the Darh Lord may be seen as a Satan
figure. In a similar way, Saruman, oltce the chief
wizard of the White Council, was a Satan figure as
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a sort of "fallen angel." This does not mean that
Sauron and Saruman can be equated with the bibli-
cal Satan, and the story reduced to a simple alle-
gory-nothing could do more injustice to Professor
Tolkien's intent. But just as one catches a fleeting
glimpse of the Messiah in the Old Testament David,
and in Isaac and in the nation of Israel, one catches
a glimpse of greater beings from the Lord of the
Rings. Aragorn, for instance, is not equivalent to
Jesus Christ; yet the former fulfilled the prophecy,
"The hands of a king are the hands of a healer"
(The Return of tlze l{inç,p.166), a prophecy which
Christ himself fulfills in a far greater way. Near
death because of wounds and weariness, the uncon-
scious Faramir awahened at Aragorn's bechoning:
"My Lord, you called me. I come. What
does the king command?"
"Walk no more in shadows, but awake!"
said Aragorn.
"I will," said Faramir. "For who would lie
idle when the kine has returned?"(The Return of the King, p.173.)
Thus, the perceptive reader catches for a brief
moment a fleeting glimpse of the resumection of
the dead in Christ, just as Gandalf's encourage-
ment of the failing, and his vicarious death and
resurrection resemble similar events and traits in
the life of Jesus.
Fl-
laittr, hope, and love characleríze Tolkien's
Good People; fear, greed, and hatred can be seen in
the others. A sense of mission, unselfishness and
forgiveness are extolled by Tolkien;selfishness, co-
ercion, and treachery are excoriated. In the goori
forcos v/e see the voluntary alliance of diverse ele-
ments for the purpose of rnission, just as the body
of Christ unites differing factions for the church's
mission.
And underlying everything in Middle Earth is an
uncerl,ain hovering between what we call the "na-
tnral" and the "supetnatutaì"; one concludes that
in Middle Earth such distinctions are ar"tificial.
Might it not be so in olrr o\Mn age? As Haml.et ad-
mgnished his friend,
There are rrìore things in heaven and earth,
Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
(ÍIamlet, Act I, Scene v.) t
.a.> Xi¿JJ
Parables of the Church
FROM THE EDITOR
In our January issue an "Opinion/RSVP" column
invited responses to "A Parable of the Church," an
open-ended story designed to stimulate thinking
about the Restoration principle. The parable went
as follows:
Once there was a poor young man whose goodness came
to the attention of the Good King. The king decided to
reward the young man by giving him a magic button. As
long as he had the button sewed inside his coat, he would
always behave in kind and loving ways.
In time, three sons were born to the kind man. As he
grew old, he wondered which son should inherit the
magic button. A neighbor advised: "Have two new but-
tons made, each one identical to the True Buttotr. Give a
button to each son, but tell no one who has the original.
Tell them that they can know whether they have the
True Button by always behaving in kindness and love.
The possessor of the magic button will be known by his
deeds."
The old man did as he was advised, and shortly died.
There came a day when thè Good King appeared to see
how his wondrous gift was being used. To his surprise he
found not one but three identical buttons-and three
kind and loving sons, as well. "Button, button-who has
my button?" he asked.
"We cannot say," replied the sons. "And as long as we
act as though we have the True Button, what does it
matter?"
The most thorough reply came from Dale Simp'
son of Denton, Texas, who implicitly wrestled with
several issues which Chttrches of Christ have faced:
"The Good King replied, 'Thus you say. And
thtrs it would seem. Yet only one of you is wearing
rny button, the only one I gave to your father,
while the other trvo are wearing false copies. Time
and observation will prove this mystery, for unsub-
stantial imitations of my button can by their nature
yield only unsubstantial imitations of love and
kindness.'
Opinion/ResPonse
"For the Good King knew in his inscrutable wis-
dom that his words would cause the three sons to
inspect their buttons and search their hearts con-
tinually, seeking for proof they were wearing the
True Button. Thus all three would continue living
in l<indness and love, albeit soberly and introspec-
tively.
"But he would have had it otherwise, for the ori-
ginal button had fallen off his old, moth-eaten In-
augr"rral Gown, which, except for the single button,
had been thrown into the fire. It had no innate
power, except in the hearts of his simple subjects.
.A,ny button would have done the job of his original
if the people believed it had the power; but if they
were to find this out, they would soon learn to re-
spect no buttons and no King. And so, in spite of
his knowledge that it could have been otherwise if
the people were made of sterner stuff, the Good
King sanctioned the power of the True Button for
the greater good of all."
John M. Richardson of Jonesboro, Arkansas,
wrote: "The Good King replied: 'My earnest desire
is that each of you will make identical buttons and
give them to your sons with the same message your
good father gave you. For it is not the holder of the
magic button who receives its power, but the one
who patterns his life after that for which the button
stands.'"
Also responding in this vein was Dqn Bryant of
Bronson, Florida: "The Good King replied, 'I see
that you have discovered the real magic of the but-
ton. For it is not the button that identifies your
goodness and kindness, but your lovingkindness
that identifies the button.' "Or," Bryant added,
"it is not the church that identíties ybu as a truó
Christian, but your Christianity that identifies the
true church."
Some responses, however, questioned the valid-
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ity of the two non-original buttons. A response
signed only "CPW" had the Good King to reply,
"How can you give wealth out of a vault of empty
cobwebs? Where is the joy of giving out of your
emptiness? Knowing that I, the Creditor, shall de-
mand the wealth in your life, and being found val-
ueless-without the True Button-I shall evict you
from my Kingdom (Matt. 5:13). For no one can
give out of his nothingness save the bitterness of his
emptiness." (After appending several more scrip-
tural references, this reader asked Mission point-
edly, "Do you have the True Button?")
And Janeta Fong of Sinclair, Maine, responded:
"The Good King replied, 'Only the one possessing
the True Button has authentic behavior, and is my
chosen man. You others are members of the king-
dom of deceit, deceiving even yourselves with your
self-made deeds.
'For your deeds are the result of your will and
life, rather than my Will and Power. You have been
content with a self-made righteousness which flows
through your life from the very presence of my
throne and through the presence of the True But-
ton (Spirit) with which I marlç my own.' "
BELL WARNS AGAINST SCHOOL TAX CREDITS--Attorney General Griffin Bell
has warned that Ëhe current bill to give tax credits to parents who sendËheir children to private gramrnar and high schools is unconstitutional. Hejoins HE\,rl Secretary Josephy Califano in opposing the bill now moving through
Congress. The legislation would give up to $500 per year in tax credits to
help finance a childrs private school tuition. Americans UniËed for Separa-
tion of Church'and State, one of the billrs chief opponents, claim thaË the
move itwould siphon off an estimated $6 billion a year to parochial and pri-
vate schoolsrrr according to Calvin Didier, president of the organlzatLon.
JEt^lS AND EVANGELICALS IN JOIIITI PROJECT--Jewish and American funda-
mentalist leaders have welcomed a jointly-published volume called On Scrip-
ture, Theology, and Historv published by the conservative Baker Book House.
The book is from a syrnposium in New York, and is jointly edited by Rabbi
Marc H. Tanenbaum, Rabbi A. James Rudin, and Dr. Marvin R. Llilson of Gordon
College. I,ühile acclaiming the work for deepening the publicrs perception
of what each group stands for, both sides warned thaË some currenL prac-
tices continue to strain relations. As examples, Tanenbaum cited the Chris-
Ëian Yellow Pages and the recenË Los Angeles Congress of the Laity whichI'exclude Jews and ot,hers from the maÍnstream of American religious life.rr
LIBERATION THEOLOGY LEADER RESIGNS--Dr. Robert McAfee Brown, professor
of ecumenics and world Christianity at Union Theological Seminary in New York,
has resigned effective in June. A member of the United Presbyterian Church,
Brown \^/as a leading advocaËe of rfliberation theologyril which calls fot a
reading of the Scriptures from the viewpoint of liberating oppressed and
powerless minorities.
CHRISTIANS TO COUNIER NAZIS--Christians wearing the Star of David
will give peaceful witness to their solidarity with Jews if American Nazis
march in Skokie, Ill., April 22, as planned. Donald W. McEvoy, senior
vice presid.ent of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, said thatI'for every Nazi that marches, there wíll be 100 connrLitted Chrístians who will
march against Ëhem.r' Skokie is a predominantly Jewish suburb of Chicago.
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This slender volume, a printed ver-
sion of the 1975 Rockwell lectures at
Rice University, is an introduction lo
recent research in a most important
area: the social groups and communi-
ties of the New Testament. The lec-
tures do a bit more than review the
state of cgrrent research; Malherbe has
occasional contributions of his own
and suggestions for further study.
Despite the emphasis, since John
Colet, on taking into account the
Scriptures' original readership, we still
understand very little about the social
classes to which most Christian con-
verts beìonged, Floyd V. Ililson's ?lze
Story of the Emerging Church (1964)
devotes sections to historical and re-
ligious settings, but there is almost
nothing on l{ellenistic or Roman class
structure. Joseph 13. 'Iyson's A Study
of Early Chríslianily (1973) üakes a
somewhat broader approach, but a
single section, "Social Conditions in
Imperial Rome," treats our topic.
Roman historians themselves com-
plain of meager sources for social his-
tory. They squeeze the last; sparse drop
out of the literary sources, the satirists,
the playwrights, the essayists, and of
course the historians; and they ponder
gravestones, the remains of houses from
sumptuons villas to falm huts, paint-
ings from Pompeii and l-Ierculaneurn,
and every scrap of evidence they can
find. Nevertheless, what we lçnolv even
of slaves in the city of Rome is vastly
greater than rvhat we know of the peo-
ple who formed the early Christian
communities. Malherbe's bool< tells of
the efforis of scholars in the last sev-
eral decades (but mostly quite recenily)
to reduce this poverty of information.
il'lto first chapter, "Prolegornena."
describes early efforts to delve into
this social history. These range from
th<¡se who emphasized the social gos-
pel in the United States of a half-cen-
tury past to the Marxist, Karl Kautsky,
who of course saw the Christian move-
ment as the expression of a subjugated,
oppressed proletariat against their op-
pressors, and the person of Jesus unim-
portant. Malherbe proceeds to describe
efforts to explain what the early Chris-
tian groups were like by analogy with
other social groups. I-Iis own suggestion
is that Paul, in 1 Thessalonians, delib-
erately presented ltimself to the Chris-
tian group at Thessalonica in the fam-
iliar pattern of a teacher as in the
philosophic schools; hence the teaching
nature of the work. (Malherbe sees a
special comparison with the llpicurean
school.)
The second chapter, "Social Level
and Literary Culture," begins with 1
Corintl'rians 1:26 in an attempt to de-
duce from the texts themselves infor-
mation on social structure:
For consider your call, brethren; not
many of you were wise according
to worldly statrdards, not many were
powerful, not many were of noble
birth. . . .
Scholars have long n<¡ted that this irn-
plies that some early Christians were
certainly not lower class. In fact, the
lorvesú of the lowet classes, the rutal
peasants and laborers, were tl're last to
be converted (hence the term "pagan,"
rneaning originally a peasant). Scholars
are arriving at a consensus, indeed, that
rnany of the early Christians were of
a higher social class than has beetr
thought. ArgumenLs are made that the
rvriters of the New Testamel'rt books
evince a certain level of education;
there are, for example, classical quoia-
tions, though these may have come
from handbooks. "The lowest educa-
tional level that can reasonably be as-
sumed for the New Testament writers
. . . l.isl the upperlevelsof secondary-
school instruction" (p. 41). Some schol-
ars see Paul as a kind of sophist, a
popular philosopher or educator.
Professor Malherbe's approach is al-
ways balanced and sensible. At ihe be-
ginrling of the third lecture, "House
Churches and Their Problems," he
warns that "We run ühe risk of inter-
preting and reinterpreting Christian
communities on analogy to one ancient
group after another while never really
understanding the Christian groups
from within" (p. 60).
This chapter draws heavily on tlìe
American Filson, the Australian E. A.
Judge, and the German Gerd Theissen.
llhe frequent travels of numerous earlv
Christians is ernphasized; apparenily
they could expect io find homes be-
longing to their fellows with facilities
for hospitality. Many Christians in sev-
eral cities seem to have had houses
large enough for churches to meet in.
At Corinth, where the evidence is full-
est, Crispus had been a ruler of a syna-
gogue and Erastus a city treasurer.
Obviously Crispus, Gaius, and Stepha-
nus had considerable households.
Evidence has been put forward to
indicate thai the "God-fearers" pro-
vided the nucleus of converts iu many
areas rather than Jews, and that they
were likely to be of a higher social sta-
tus than Jews. This vertical siraiifica"
tion caused much of the controversy
at Corinth so familiar to all readers of
the New T'estament. The chapter etrds
with further cliscussion of housc church
parallels wil;h certain collegia (associa-
lions), particularly craft guilds, with
which Paul, as a craftsman, may have
had close connection.
Occasionallv exciting, always in-
formed and judicious, these lectures
illuminate for ihe non-specialist the
pathways being investigated by the
scholars. E.¡en the latter may fincl the
book valuable, particularly the exten-
sive notes with their bibliography.
tsy fubbie Lee Moliey
Sociql Aspects of Early Christianity, by Abraham J.
Malherbe. Baton Rouge: Lonisiana State University
Press. 1977. Pp. 98. Reviewed by IJenry C. Boren,
professor of Ancient I{istory, and secretary of the
faculty at the lJniversity of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill.
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Save your bucks. ThTs movie is a
rip-off from the opening scene. It's so
bad, in fact, that I-Ial Lindsey should
be earnestly praying for his immediate
rapture.
Can you imagine a "major motion
picture" that opens with a hokey scene
right out of a 1940 vintage Cathedral
Bible film, ancl concludes with what
seems like thirty rrinutes of clips from
old war movies?
I haven't been so mad since I paid
$4.50 to hear Hal Lindsey speak on
Bible prophecy and was assaulted (and
insulted) with an hour and fifteen min-
utes of cornpone humor and gultar
pickitr' by Hal's "old side-kick," fol-
lowed by a totally uninspired presenta-
tion by Lindsey in which he summar-
ized his bool< (for an audience that had
already read ii) and then left the stage
wiihout allowing even one question.
The film is narrated by Orson Welles,
who appears in his trade-marh, all-black
garb, looking somewhat like an over-
weight Johnny Cash. He has a twinkle
in his eyes and a sneer on his lips. The
twinkle gives you the uncomfortable
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feeling that he ì<nows something you
don't know (and he does-after all, he's
been around long enough to recognize
a bad script). The sneer probably comes
from doing too many Shakespearean
scenes; but combined with ihe black
clothes the effect is akin to a Bible film
being narrated by the Prince of Dark-
ness.
And then there's the Apostle John
on the island of Patmos. He's portrayed
as a senile olcl fool who confuses earth-
quakes and volcanic erupfions with vi-
sions from heaven (shades of William
Barclayl).
The only "redeeming social value"
of the film is to be found in the seg-
ment where man-on-the-street inter-
views are juxtaposed with staternents
by world famous scientists. The street
people (all of whom appear suspici-
ously Jervish) express their naive faith
in ihe ability of science to cope with
any problem. As one man puts it:
"Whatever our problem, science will
come up with a pill." But the inter-
speised statements by the scientists
make it clear that they do not have the
By ALLAN fl4cltlICOL
The Late Great Planet Earth, featuring Orson Welles.
From the book by Hal Lindsey. Written and di-
rected by Robert Amram.
Reviewed by Dave Reagan, putpit minister at Cen-
bral Church of Christ in Iwing, Texas.
ansv/ers and do not expeci to find
them before "time runs out."
Ahd that's where ihe time should
have run out for this film. Instead, Hal
Lindsey appears or1 screen, points to a
beautiful valley, and announces 'it is
the valley of Armageddon where the
last battle will be fought, Then, liter-
ally, all hell breaks loose: atomic
bombs, tracer bullets, tank attacks,
more atomic bombs, amphibious land-
ings, dive bombers, flame throwers, and
yes, even more atomic bombs. You'd
swear it was 2 a.m. on the TV late
show.
What is really incredible is thai
that's it! No final rvords, no triumphal
return of the Lord, nothing except a
scene of the planei Earth fToating off
into space-looking alive and well and
none the worse for the wear.
Why only half of Lindsey's book is
presented is a mystery. My guess is that
the producers figured that a Christian
ending would reduce the film's chances
of commercial distribution. At any
rate, it presents only a picture of utter
destruction and despair. There is not
one note of hope. To sum up, it is de-
pressing and boring.
The irony is that Lindsey may well
have handed antichrist his best poten..
tial weapon. The scenario that comes
to rnind is as follows:
Aniichrist: "Worship me or I'll make
you watclr The Late Great. . . ."
Christian: "I'll worship you! I'll
worship you! I'11 worship you!"
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Here and There
I want to tell you how much I have
enjoyed the February issue of M¿ssion.
Two articles were especially good:
those by Dr. Bill Vermillion and by Dr.
John McRay. Both of these Christian
men are now on the faculty of Middle
Tennessee State University, but they
were both teachers at David Lipscomb
College when I was a student there.
Lipscomb's loss was MTSU's gain.
The letter on "Too Much Bible" in
Forum was interesting. The writer
sounded neither Church of Christ nor
Roman Catholic. The C of C sees the
Bible as the authority, while the RCC
sees the church as an equal authority
with the Scriptures. Mr. Cheaney takes
"God" as ¿åe authority over the Bible.
One must \,vonder how God, (or love)
"speaks" to Mr. Cheaney. If this bro-
ther "feels" God's message for him,
then he actually is guiding himself by
his own opinion of what God might
want. l{e talk to God in prayer, and
God talks to us through his inspired
word.
I'm glad that Mr. Cheaney thinks
that Mission is persistent in placing the
Bible and the interpretation thereof as
the authority and guide for our lives. I
wish that I could agree with him. In
many cases, Míssion's writers quote
"First Opinions" more than any other
source.
Melvin Bobo's recent article on the
women's issue was a "bummer. ."
With many more articles like this, I will
peacefully withdraw from Mission. I
was already planning to do so until the
February issue came. Thank you, Bill
Vermillion, for a sound "middle-of-the-
road" viewpoint on this critical topic.
Alvin C. Rose
Ashland City, Tennessee
The Bible and Mission
I would like to add a few observa-
tions to "Too Much Bible," the letter
of Douglas Cheaney in the February
Mission.
In raising the question of the place
of biblical authority as a guide for liv-
ing in God's family, he hit upon,
whether he realized it or not. the very
raison d'etre of Missíon. The three goals
which are printed on the masthead of
every issue are fairly adequately
summed up in the third, which reads,
"to provide a vehicle for communicat-
ing the meaning of God's word to our
contemporary world."
It seems to me that the whole task
of Mission up to now has been basi-
cally to figure out what the nature of
the Bible is, and how it speaks to us,
and to get everybody in the act. Doug-
las is quite right in re-emphasizing the
exclusive authority of Jesus over the
temporal physical organization of the
church or even the Bible. The problem
comés in ihe varying ability of individ-
uals to see the character of Jesus in dis-
tinction from or beyond spiritual-
sounding words.
I particularly appreciate the consis-
tent emphasis that the editor of Mission
has placed on a living Word in total
identity with, and yet in distinction
from, the recorded word on a printed
page. To me the problem of biblical in-
terpretation is summed up in getting
over the fact that God just ¡s and lei-
ting down our own sin-produced barri-
ers or fears long enough to see what he
is saying. I for one commend Mission
fol recognizing the problem and the
need, and for seeking to further under-
standing in the minds of all men, but
"especially to those who belong to the
family of believers" (Gal. 6:10).
John McCook
Edmund, Oklahoma
On Submission and AuthoriÇ
In his article on "Women and Au-
thority" in the February Missíon, my
good friend Bill Vermillion uninten-
tionally represents me as desiring to dis-
pense with elders in favor of "a com-
munity of equals such as a town meet-
ing." My article in Integrity presents
what I consider to be the scriptural
model of the church with presbyters
(older men and older women) at the
very center of the model, discharging
iheir shepherding function of supply-
ing spiritual food and living water to
the flock. I see this model as a living
organism composed of many members,
all equal and all in mutual submission
one to another.
Thus there is no disagreement be-
tween Dr. Vermillion and myself on
the role of fully mature Christians func-
tioning within the Christian commun-
ity. However, I do not believe we have
authority to delegate to any group of
men, for all authority has been given
to Christ, and I do not believe that
there is any place whatsoever for the
exercise of power by man within the
Lord's body.
I do disagree with my good friend
in the interpretation of the word
"head." He uses it to imply superordin-
ation and rank. I believe Bible scholar-
ship is overwhelmingly against him.
Head means "source" or "origin."
Christ as head of the church means that
the church has its beginning in him.
First Corinthians 11:3, stating that
"the head of the woman is man," car-
ries the same meaning, based on the
creation story: the source of woman
was man. But lest something wrong be
made of the "headship" theory, Paul
goes on to remind the Corinthians that
since creation, woman is the head of
man ("so also man is born of woman").
It seems to me that the clear import of
the New Testament is that in the Chris-
tian Age husband and wife are equal
partners, each in mutual submission;
and in the family of God men and wo-
men are equal sharers, all in mutual
submission. When this comes about,
there will be an end to all of the talk
about subordination and superordina-
tion.
These disagreements aside, I applaud
the author for an excellent article
written in a constructive temper.
Norman L. Parks
Murfreesboro, Tennessee
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The other day I discovered the source of
my long-standing bias against sociologists. De-
spite my eagerness to be all breathlessly up-to-
date on their latest surveys, I have frequently
felt uneasy about the value judgments that
seem to cling to their data. They often seem
to say that whatever is, ought to be; which has
always struck me as a (slightly) sophisticated
way of saying, "Go with the flow." And the
way they string together correlations some-
times makes me squirm-"Those who do this
also do that" implies a cause-effect relationship
that lacks logic.
Now comes another survey from two (no
doubt otherwise brilliant) researchers from
Johns Hopkins University. They have revealed
a shocking correlation between-re ady?-not
wearing seatbelts, and a failure to attend church.
You may be wondering what in heaven or
in earth the one has to do with the other. Our
researchers have avoided the cause-effect temp-
tation, and do not enlighten us here. We are
left to wonder whether skipping church gives
one a certain devil-may-care attitude about
buckling up, or whether the disdain for safety
in the car breeds disdain for safety in the
hereafter.
But the correlation is there, just the same,
we are told. And it gets worse. The Protestant
liberal sheet, The Christian Century, reports
solemnly that motorists who are careless about
buckling up neglect not only their spiritual
welfare but their physical well-being as well.
The survey shows-honestly-that such delin-
quents don't even visit their dentist or doctor
regularly. Furthermore, most have no more
than a high school education. And, saddest of
all, as a class they are down on their lot in life
and feel powerless to change it.
Now you may thinh it's comforting to think
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OF SEATBELTS
AND SINNERS
of liberal theology aligning itself with the
Office of Safety and Health Administration,
or whoever else wants to save us with seatbelts.
I suspect that the upsurge of evangelical PR in
the nation would make the staunchest liberal
want to save someone, anyone, to get in on
the action. That this is their motive is assured
when we learn that the researchers are moved
by the fact that the seatbelt sinners (of omis-
sion, not commission) are "lacking in social
support from outside groups." (That means
that someone should rush to their aid to pro-
vide solace in time of need.) Also, "such per-
sons present serious challenges to health
educators." (That means another HEW grant
to relieve their ignorance.)
But I am not personally so comforted by all
this scientifically based love. I admit that one
reason I protest is that, as you may have guessed,
I myself am (blush) a seatbelt sinner. I do not
buckle up. I have left undone that which I
ought to have done up. I know, but I do not. I
can will what is right, but I cannot do it. For I
do not do the good I want, but the evil. . . (see
Romans 7:18 for the rest of it).
Yet-and this is the point, gentle reader-I
do atlend church! Honest. Why should one sin
condemn me on another count? The injustice
of all such sllrveys, and their implicit correla-
tions and moralism, comes crashing down
around me in my anguish. O wretched surveys
that they are. . . (see Romans 7:24, etc.).
It's enough to make me resort to the sociol-
ogists' own standards, in self defense. After all,
they admit, only 25 percent of rnotorists wear
seatbelts all the time. In the words of the lib-
erals themselves, Do you think God would
condemn 75 percent of the population? Don't
numbers mean anything?
Go with the flow, I say.
-RD
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COMING NEXT MONTH
Stan Paregien asks again P¡late's ancient quest¡on,
'What is truth?'-and suggests that we ask what
truth does instead of merely trying to define it.
An article by Jim smith asks why the battle
against modern-speech versions continues, citing
the original translators' preface to the King James
Version, to show how they were attacked, too.
And the editor reports on an inner city work in
St. Louis that brings together not only blacks
and whites but Restoration segments as well.
